VDX performs real-time, rapid prototyping and instant assessments of complex “what if” scenarios in an interactive, multi-touch interface. This enables Deloitte teams to have meaningful conversations with clients to evaluate multiple alternatives. It also provides a full picture for clients, helping them make informed and focused business decisions.

That’s where Visual Decision Xccelerator (VDX), Deloitte’s data analytics software tool, comes in.

VDX allows you to instantly evaluate any scenario and helps you address and eliminate concerns as they arise. Using market-leading analytics, our proprietary market data, and selected data from your organization, our innovative tool can provide real-time, visual results.

VDX helps your team:

- Drill down from function to process and from process to sub-process
- Adjust the percentage of each sub-process to be performed locally, regionally, and/or globally in the future state
- Make changes to future productivity based on automation and centralization
- Test alternative migration sequences
- Dynamically change wage inflation forecasts
- Toggle on or off any location to evaluate the contribution of a single location
- Assess the impact of changes in management layers and spans of control
- Move operations from existing to potential proxy locations
- View background information about a target location’s regulatory environment, incentives, and real estate options

Input: Deloitte estimates + Client supplied data (optional) → Output: VDX tool with financial metrics
Give VDX a try
We hold VDX workshops for teams that are evaluating alternative, more cost-effective service delivery models or that just want to understand the potential “size of the prize” before starting.

VDX is tailored to the interests, issues, and concerns identified by each stakeholder. We emphasize the hands-on, visual nature of analytics. And we can help you eliminate the need for time-consuming traditional models and graphs.

VDX puts the critical thinking in your team’s hands. Why not get started today?
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VDX:
• Is supported by Deloitte with pre-populated data
• Uses toggles and sliders to allow for real-time adjustments and sensitivity analysis
• Generates financial metrics (i.e., annual run rate operations, one-time costs, pre-tax NPV, post-tax NPV)

It can help you:
Evaluate service delivery models
Assess alternative near- or off-shore SSC locations
Determine impact of captive versus outsourcing
Consider robotic process automation (RPA) options

What VDX is—and isn’t

VDX is:
A tool to help gain alignment and address concerns. VDX helps clients to make decisions when faced with multiple delivery options (captive or outsource, on-shore or off-shore, wage arbitrage or automation).

VDX isn’t:
A tool to select locations. VDX does allow clients to evaluate the financial impacts of various locations, but a final selection would require additional due diligence.